Academy

EVENTS

Supporting and promoting educational events to the
UKEdChat Communities

Media Pack Information

Teachmeets - Conferences - Exhibitions - Courses

OUR SERVICE

The event packages offered by UKEd.Academy are supported by the
popular UKEdChat online communities, engaging with educationalists
within the UK and beyond.
A personalised approach. With our event promotion service,
we ensure that your event is promoted to our audience, who
actively engage in events that help developments.
A bespoke service. Available on our platinum package, we can
attend and promote the event live, as well as supporting your
team in their social media broadcasts.
We have grown our expertise via our Twitter community,
but also now actively engage with teachers using
Facebook, Instagram, SnapChat, along with the UKEdChat
Android and Apple iOS app.

TEAM

Colin Hill

Founding Director

EXPERIENCE

Our staff have gained extensive experience
supporting events of all sizes, including various
Teachmeets events, the BETT show, the
Education Show, the Nursery2Primary Show, the
Festival of Education and many others.
Organisers of these events have valued the
access to our audience and prodigious coverage
gained through promotions.

ABOUT US

UKEd.Academy is supported by the popular UKEdChat
communities, with over 50,000 active and engaged educators
based around the world. Using popular and extensive Social
Media platforms, we average 3.4 million online impressions
each month.
The UKEd community was founded in 2010 as a community of
teachers and educationalists focused on pedagogy and improving
classroom practice for the benefit of their students. Supprted by
our UKEd Magazine, ukedchat.com,uked.careers, uked.directory
and uked.academy websites, UKEdChat is now strongly placed within
education as a respected and valued community.

Martin Burrett

Editor, UKEd Magazine

Aysha Haq

Director of Marketing

PACKAGES & PRICES

FOR THE LATEST PRICES AND PACKAGE DETAILS, VISIT UKED.ACADEMY/EVENT
Silver Package: Aimed at Teachmeets for teachers, promoted from the
uked.academy website.
Gold Package: Aimed at events which are free to attend with up to 200
delegates. Enhanced promotions from the uked.academy website.
Platinum Package: Our bespoke and most comprehensive package, with
enhanced promotions and the option for live promotion during the event. A
personalised and competitive package built for your needs.

